ACI-NA 2018 Excellence in Airport Concessions Awards
Profile Form
Category Name:

Best Innovative Consumer Experience Concept or Practice

Name of Concept/Airport:

Hollywood Theatre - Portland International Airport

Company that Operates Concept: Hollywood Theatre
(If the airport/concept wins an award, the information provided above will be used in the media release)
Use of Concept/Program and Branding
Provide as general description of the concept/program and branding:
The 1926 historic, non-profit Hollywood Theatre and the Port of Portland partnered to open a one-of-a-kind microcinema at Portland International
Airport in 2017. The 17-seat theatre space screens short films produced by regional filmmakers speaking to Oregon's vibrant cultural and artistic
heritage, and promoting the Pacific Northwest region as a desirable travel destination. The Hollywood Theatre continues its longstanding mission to
further public awareness of the region’s filmmaker community, while sharing the individual stories and experiences of those who call Oregon home.
The theatre delivers a convenient venue to entertain, inspire, educate and delight travelers and airport workers, all of whom are welcomed free of
charge. An important goal of the theatre is to provide access to community members who may not otherwise have an opportunity to explore the
world of independent film. Throughout the year, the Hollywood Theatre invites entries of short films, music videos, and animated pieces from local
film artists and students, which are curated into an hour’s worth of content that is played on a 24-hour loop inside the microcinema. Content is
rotated on a quarterly basis to encourage variety and opportunity for numerous local artists.

Concessions Goals
Provide a general description of the goals for your concession concept/program and how you met them:
Repurposing an old and underutilized business center, the Hollywood Theatre now allows passengers a place to relax, laugh, and
learn while waiting to board their flights. With funds, grants, and donations raised by the Hollywood Theatre and multiple
benefactors, the theatre is completely free and accessible to all passengers and employees. The theatre and films further the
Port’s goal of ensuring PDX provides an exceptional passenger experience, reflects the character of the region, provides access to
independent film, and serves as a source of civic pride. The theatre builds on airport offerings aimed at delighting travelers with art
and music in addition to uniquely Oregon products and experiences. The Port and Hollywood Theatre both continue to receive
outstanding feedback on social media about the microcinema—people taking photos, or praising the films, or even pointing out
that they arrived at the airport early to check it out.

Design/Layout
Describe how the concession concept/program makes the best use of the space allocated, including concessions’
placement in relation to passenger flows throughout the terminal or concourse:
Hollywood Theatre first captures attention with its eye-catching replica of the original Hollywood Theatre marquee and neon
lights—one can see passers-by on the moving sidewalks in front of the microcinema taking photos as they roll by, and then
circling back around to stop in and check out the films. Located between gates C3 and C5 on Concourse C, it serves
passengers traveling through Portland International’s busiest concourse. Featuring comfortable lounge seating, rich colors,
and vintage-inspired light sconces, along with high-quality sound and video projection equipment, it’s a popular stop for any
passenger. Since raising the curtains in February 2017, reviews are strong and the theatre remains a magnet, drawing
viewers around-the-clock and increasing public awareness of Oregon film while entertaining travelers along the way.

Revenue Performance (if applicable)
(If the program/concept is less than one year, please enter performance numbers to date and make a note below)

Concept/Program Square Feet

816

Annual Gross Sales
Annual Sales per Square Feet

Return completed form along with the PowerPoint Presentation

